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I am sad to have to start this month’s newsletter with reference to the recent death of Rich Almy who was 

a very well-known and well-liked leading light of the property tax world. He was a member of the 

International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO) for nearly 60 years and spent time working with the 

IAAO - and in many different roles - advancing the practice of assessment administration both in North 

America and the rest of the world. He was a regular speaker at IPTI events and always impressed people 

with his willingness to share his considerable knowledge, along with his natural warmth and charm. My 

sincere condolences to his family who, I hope, will take some comfort from the fact that he will be greatly 

missed by his many clients, colleagues, and friends worldwide. 

Moving on, there has been a great deal of criticism over the years about the property tax system in New 

York City (NYC). A recent article refers to the long-awaited recently report published by the NYC Advisory 

Commission on Property Tax Reform. The articles states that the report recommends the most significant 

changes to NYC’s property tax system in 40 years. 

The report calls for the creation of a simpler, clearer and fairer property tax system. Entitled “The Road to 

Reform: A Blueprint for Modernizing and Simplifying New York City’s Property Tax System,” the report 

recommends sweeping changes to the current system, with a particular emphasis on smaller residential 

properties which the public and subject matter experts most often cite as having the greatest inequalities. 

The final report expands on the initial recommendations released on January 31, 2020 and details targeted 

owner relief programs that will help low- and moderate-income homeowners better afford their tax bills. 

The report marks the first top-down review of the property tax system by a government-appointed 

commission since 1993. 

“I am pleased to present the final report of the Advisory Commission tasked with reforming the City's 

property tax system. I would like to thank the members of the commission who spent the last three years 

diligently working through the myriad issues involved. Hopefully, this report will serve as a blueprint for 

the state and city legislative bodies to take this long-needed reform to enactment,” said Commission Chair 

Marc Shaw. 

The Commission’s strategic approach centered on first establishing the right mix of structural changes to 

achieve horizontal equity, the principle that similar properties should be taxed similarly, and then layering 

on owner relief programs consistent with the longstanding ability-to-pay principle.  
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The result, according to the article, is a system design that will help ensure low- and moderate-income 

owners have affordable tax bills and primary residents are not displaced from neighborhoods that they 

have called home. 

The Final Report includes structural changes that would make the system more equitable and 

understandable by: 

• Creating a new tax class for small residential property owners: 1-3 family homes, condos, coops, 

and 4-10 unit rental buildings, ensuring that rules are applied uniformly regardless of property 

type; 

• Valuing property in this new residential class based on sales-based market value, thereby ending 

the statutory requirement to value coops and condos based on comparable rental buildings; 

• Ending fractional assessments which differ by property class and confuse property owners; 

• Removing assessed value (AV) growth caps, widely recognized as one of the primary drivers of 

inequity, and phasing in market value changes over five years instead; 

• Replacing the complicated class shares system with a simple, more transparent system where 

individual tax class rates are fixed for five-year periods, unless deliberately changed by the City 

Council and the Mayor. 

Recommendations also include targeted relief for primary resident owners to help them better afford 

their tax bills, including: 

Homestead Exemption: A flat rate or graduated rate partial exemption is recommended. 

• Flat Rate Exemption: Primary residents with incomes below $375,000 would receive a 20% 

property tax exemption based on sales-based market value. Those with incomes between 

$375,000 and $500,000 would receive exemptions between 4% and 16%. 

• Graduated Marginal Rate Exemption: Primary residents with incomes below $375,000 would 

receive an exemption of up to 30% based on their home’s sales-based market value. The 

exemption would decrease for higher-valued homes and, for those with incomes between 

$375,000 and $500,000, the exemption would be further reduced. 

Circuit Breaker: In addition to the homestead exemption, a tax abatement for those who are tax-

burdened, with incomes below $90,550, is recommended. 

• Primary residents with incomes below $90,550 who pay more than 10% of their income in 

property taxes would receive a tax abatement for the amount in excess of 10% of their income, 

up to a limit of $10,000; for those with incomes between $58,000 and $90,550, the benefit would 

be gradually reduced as income rises. 

“While New York City’s property tax system has resisted reform for forty years, this comprehensive 

package of proposals offers a realistic path forward that addresses deep inequities and responds to the 

realities of vast differences in ability to pay. I urge the City's State legislators to champion these reforms 
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in Albany and show all taxpayers that government works in their interests,” said Commission Member 

James Parrott.   

“The work of this temporary commission draws a roadmap toward real estate tax equity in New York’s 

property tax system, which has treated too many New Yorkers unfairly for decades.  What frightens me 

the most is that, if government doesn’t take the steps towards fairness and transparency now, the inequity 

between homeowners is going to grow more and more disparate each and every year to come,” said 

Commission Member Allen Cappelli. 

"Over the past three years, the Commission has worked diligently to find solutions and/or 

recommendations to make our current property tax system more efficient, understandable and 

transparent. I believe the recommendations in our final report make real and substantial progress towards 

realizing those goals.  Accordingly, I want to thank my Commission colleagues, as well as the invaluable 

support staff from the New York City Council, the Mayor’s Office, the Department of Finance, and the 

Office of Management and Budget for their hard work and dedication to our mission," said Commission 

Member Kenneth J. Knuckles. 

“New Yorkers deserve a fairer property tax system than what we have, which is getting more unfair with 

each year.  The Commission presents a road map for a fairer and simpler system.  Our elected officials 

need to follow that road soon,” said Commission Member Carol O'Cleireacain. 

"The Commission was asked to develop recommendations to make the property tax system fairer, simpler 

and more transparent.  The recommendations in this report will do just that and, if enacted, benefit 

residents who have been taxed unfairly for far too long," said Commission Member Elizabeth Velez.   

NYC Mayor Bill de Blasio and Speaker Corey Johnson announced the Commission in May of 2018.  It was 

charged with developing recommendations to reform the existing property tax system to make it simpler, 

clearer, and fairer, while ensuring that there is no reduction in revenue to fund essential City services. 

Beginning in 2018, the Commission conducted a first round of hearings where members of public provided 

feedback on the property tax system and the Commission received advice from experts.  Following a series 

of Commission meetings in executive session, a Preliminary Report was released in January 2020.  The 

Commission’s work was delayed by the COVID-19 pandemic, but resumed in the spring of 2021.  Five 

additional virtual hearings were held this year to solicit feedback on the preliminary recommendations.  

In total, the Commission has sponsored 15 public events and has read hundreds of public comments.  

From IPTI’s perspective, it will be interesting to see to what extent the Commission’s recommendations 

are accepted and implemented by NYC. 

Moving on to IPTI activities, we are currently heavily involved in a number of projects concerning various 

aspects of property tax policy. We are also delivering a variety of training sessions for professional staff in 

several assessment agencies. Most recently, we held another in our series of joint webinars that we 

deliver with the Institute of Municipal Assessors. The latest IMA-IPTI webinar focused on the impact of 

COVID-19 on retail properties. Our two very able presenters were really well received by the audience. 
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As usual, for full details of forthcoming IPTI events, please visit our website: www.ipti.org. However, 

please note that our website is currently under maintenance so if you need any information about events, 

please send an email to info@ipti.org. 

Now it’s time for a quick look at what is making headlines concerning property taxes in selected 

jurisdictions and countries around the world.  

In Vietnam the Prime Minister has assigned the Ministry of Finance (MOF) to study and design some taxes 

related to the real estate market, including property tax, in order to stabilize the market and reduce 

speculation. The strategy also sets the goal of making the real estate market sustainable and transparent 

under the supervision of the State and commensurate with land-use programming. The aim is to ease land 

speculation which causes waste in land resources use. Under the strategy, average housing area per capita 

is expected to reach 28 sq m of floor area per head in urban areas and 26 sq m in rural areas by 2025. To 

implement the strategy, the Government has mentioned measures such as the perfection of the legal 

framework on housing, planning and land bank development, solutions on taxation, administrative 

procedures and investment. Regarding taxes, preferential tax policies related to the development of social 

housing projects will continue to be provided to realtors (value added tax, corporate income tax 

remissions and other preferences). The Government has also asked to develop new taxes, including 

property tax, to regulate the real estate market to suit reality and avoid losses to the state budget. The 

ministry has also been asked to create a property tax to stabilize the market and mitigate speculation, 

effectively exploit real estate, and ensure state benefits. The real estate association believes that it would 

be better to impose a progressive tax on people who own many properties and don’t use the real estate 

for accommodation, production or business. High taxes should also be imposed on institutions and 

individuals who are late in putting land into use which, they say, will help stop the hoarding of land. 

Moving on to Canada, in British Columbia (BC), the B.C. Assessment Authority recently revealed its 

updated property value data for the province. An articles states that, if it wasn’t obvious from the 

perpetual bidding wars and scarce supply that characterized the year, the data shows how much BC 

property values soared in 2021. Reports say that, for some, this meant hikes of more than a cool $8 million. 

The well-appointed homes of BC’s one percent rose significantly in 2021 with all but one of the province’s 

top 10 priciest properties increasing in value. These mansions can be found in Vancouver’s Point Grey and 

Kitsilano neighbourhoods. Belmont Avenue is a particularly pricey street; more than half of the top 10 are 

located here. A property in Kitsilano once again remains the province’s priciest abode. Last year, it was 

valued at $66,828,000. The owner saw the value of the seven-bedroom, nine-bathroom mansion increase 

9% on its 2022 property assessment to $73,147,000. This is the seventh year that this house has topped 

the list of the province’s most expensive homes. BC’s second-priciest property - a 28,794 sq. ft. mansion 

at Belmont Ave. that overlooks the Spanish Banks - increased in value 7% from $60,362,000 to $64.6 

million. Of the most expensive mansions, a home at Alpine Way in Whistler that’s currently listed as the 

province’s seventh priciest, saw its property values increase from $26,877,000 to $35,819,000 - a hike of 

$8,942,000. It’s not just the millionaires and billionaires who have seen their homes spike in value since 

the onset of the pandemic. Home prices are up across the province. In Vancouver, home prices jumped 

16% on average in the past year, according to the B.C. Real Estate Association’s December 2021 Housing 

Market Update. Meanwhile, in Chilliwack, homes have increased 36.5% in the past year.  
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And on the topic of house prices, the average value of a New Zealand home now exceeds $1 million (New 

Zealand Dollars) for the first time according to statistics released by CoreLogic's House Price Index (HPI). 

The average price of the houses sits at $1,006,632 (NZD) in December 2021, with 27.6 percent annual 

growth over the full calendar year, exceeding the previous record of 24.4 percent annual growth in 2003. 

Among the top list cities, the average property value of Queenstown surpasses $1.5 million, the largest 

city Auckland sits at $1.42 million, and the capital city Wellington, $1.12 million. CoreLogic says despite 

the persistently strong monthly property value increase, the annual rate of growth dropped for the second 

month in a row after peaking at 28.8 percent at the end of October 2021, indicating the impending market 

slowdown. CoreLogic attributed the remarkable growth in the property market to record-low interest 

rates and the easy access for most borrowers to get money from commercial banks, but thought both 

these factors are changing now. They said the changes haven't impacted all borrowers immediately, with 

values still rising at above-average rates, which are likely to be felt more widely throughout 2022 as rising 

interest rates and diminishing affordability combine to reduce borrowing capacity. 

In Greece, the overhaul of the Single Property Tax (ENFIA) is causing major headaches at the Finance 

Ministry, as the transformation of the supplementary property tax into a levy on the sum of one property 

has created problems for the “competent committee” that has to find a solution without adding to the 

burden of most property owners. The new, increased taxable rates for properties - known as objective 

values - combined with the incorporation of the supplementary tax have led to distortions that are 

endangering the initial concept of the ENFIA overhaul, which is to secure a uniform tax status for all areas 

and social justice. In practice, the restructuring of ENFIA with a fiscally neutral result and while 

safeguarding small and medium-sized properties from extra tax are the two objectives the committee 

seeks to attain, having tried various solutions since last fall without success. These are the why the 

announcement of the new ENFIA was cancelled last month, as had been scheduled. It has now been put 

off until February when the committee is expected to be ready. Sources say that the scenario providing 

for the ENFIA overhaul through the introduction of a system whereby the tax rate would grow according 

to each property’s value has now been abandoned because it would create distortions mainly for medium- 

and high-value properties. Instead, the “competent officials” are opting for radical changes to tax brackets 

and rates to cover the objective value hikes, mainly in the country’s biggest cities. 

Moving on to the UK, the Scottish Land Commission (SLC) has recommended the creation of a cadastral 

map of Scotland. All Scottish land should be put on a valuation roll as part of wider land reforms across 

the country, the SLC said. The recommendation is one of many put forward by the SLC as part of a report 

on taxation and land reform. Other suggestions include a cadastral map approach to allow the integration 

of information on land ownership, use and value. The SLC said such a scheme has already been “widely 

adopted across Europe”. “This would be a vital first step in strengthening the role of land in Scotland’s tax 

base,” it added. The cadastral map would help the Scottish Government to widen the scope of its future 

policy options by changing the “underlying tax administration system”. The SLC also suggests working on 

a UK basis to use reliefs and exemptions to work towards diversification of ownership of land, and bringing 

in new facets to the Non-Domestic Rate (NDR) system administered by councils. Such new powers could 

include measures to allow councils to collect NDR on newly derelict properties or impose additional rates 

for new builds in order to support economic recovery in town centres and discourage buildings being 
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allowed to fall into disrepair. The commission said that while 50% of the UK’s wealth is tied up in land and 

property, it only forms around 10% of the total tax base. In Scotland, just 12% of all public sector revenue 

across reserved and devolved taxes are raised through taxes fully or partially levied on land and property. 

In Germany, changes are planned to the ways properties are taxed. Government officials are looking to 

change how real estate transfer taxes (RETT) are charged. Currently RETTs vary from about 3.5% to 6.5% 

around the country, but there are plans to create a reduced rate to make home buying more affordable 

for young families. “Germany is a country of renters - about 60% of all properties are not owned but 

rented, and in the big cities the rate is even higher, in Berlin for example it is 82%,” a commentator said. 

“It’s very, very difficult to get into the property market, so what the government is saying is, “let’s reduce 

the real estate transfer tax rate for young families, or first-time buyers to increase the pool of house 

owners because that’s good for the economy.” German property owners can also expect a country-wide 

reassessment of property tax values in 2022; that includes 36 million properties. Owners will be required 

to submit a form outlining the type of property they have and its amenities by October 2022, and some 

follow-up visits may be required. The reassessment process is set to take two years after the forms are 

submitted, and the new property tax structure will be effective in 2025. 

In Syria, a new law is meant to regulate the fees and taxes collected by administrative units, as well as the 

methods for collection. The law also updated some real estate fees, basing them on the “current values” 

of real estate properties. The new law links the values of some fees to the so-called “current value” of real 

estate. For example, the new fee for obtaining a construction permit is one percent of the value of the 

total land area slated for construction, calculated at the current value of the land. It also uses the current 

value to determine the fees for property improvement. Property owners must pay these fees for both 

built-on and non-built-on land, surfaces, and land that have undergone improvement due to public 

interest works. Each administrative unit collects these fees within its administration boundary lines. The 

law defines works for the public interest as projects carried out by public and private institutions, such as 

opening or expanding roads, constructing retaining walls, markets, malls, public squares and parks (or 

expanding and fixing them), building bridges, waterways, covering rivers, applying laws regulating 

urbanisation, amending construction codes, and more. 

And finally, a recent report states that many religions preach humility, moderation, charity and honesty, 

but some Texas churches have apparently sidestepped these virtues when it comes to parsonages, opting 

for massive property tax breaks on lavish homes. It continued, while humble residences are one thing, 

multimillion-dollar mansions with luxury amenities such as “immaculate grounds, tennis courts, swimming 

pools, decorative fountains and serene grottoes” are quite another. When challenged about living in a 

25,000-square-foot mansion perched on the shore of a private lake, the minister said, “We have to live 

somewhere.” But should other property taxpayers pick up the tab for the tax not being paid on the 

parsonage? As the article states: “It’s property taxes for thee, but not for me.” It concludes, in the spirit 

of humility, moderation, charity and honesty, we challenge churches to scrutinize their tax exemptions.  

Paul Sanderson JP LLB (Hons) FRICS FIRRV 

President, International Property Tax Institute 


